Provoke’s Azure Application Modernization programme enables organisations to
extend the life span of your legacy applications as well as add new modern features to
empower and delight your users.
Provoke’s expert team of Architects, Developers, Cloud Engineers and User Experience
Designers will assess your current application and help you execute the optimal
modernisation strategy. It includes a re-architecture of the solution to enable it to
scale and improve supportability, minor refactoring to support cloud features or an
entire rebuild to maximise the value of new technologies and AI features.

Our Design team will refresh your
application and dramatically improve
user satisfaction and productivity for
staff and customers across devices and
locations.

By moving off aging hardware and
technology stacks not only will you
reduce hosting and operating costs but
also speed up development effort and
improve security and reliability.

“We were really delighted with both the approach and the
outcomes of our app modernization projects with Provoke. The
transparent, agile way in which Provoke engaged with us built
our trust and confidence from early on.”
– Stephen Bunce , Technology Delivery Manager, Trustpower

By combining modern Azure services,
technologies, architecture, and
DevOps practices we will enable you
to continue to operate and evolve
your application in an ever changing
world.
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Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud
computing services to help your organization meet its
business challenges. With Azure, your business or
organization has the freedom to build, manage, and
deploy applications on a massive, global network
using your preferred tools and frameworks.

Build anything from
lightweight
websites to multitier cloud services
that scale up as
your traffic grows.

Rely on georedundant cloud
storage for backup,
archiving, and
disaster recovery.

Get actionable
insights from your
data by taking
advantage of a fully
compatible,
enterprise-ready
Hadoop service.

Microsoft Azure provides a rich set of application services,
including SDKs, caching, messaging, and identity. You can
write applications in .NET, PHP, Java, node.js, Python, Ruby, or
using open REST protocols. This is all part of Microsoft’s
promise to let you build using any language, tool, or
framework.

Build resilient applications with automatic operating system
and service updating, built-in network load balancing, and
geo-redundant storage. Microsoft Azure also proudly delivers
a 99.95% monthly SLA. You can rely on decades of experience
in data center operations and trust that everything Microsoft
Azure offers is backed by industry certifications for security
and compliance.

Learn more: www.microsoftazure.com

Accelerate your
mobile app
development by
using a backend
hosted on
Microsoft Azure.

Create, manage,
and distribute
media in the cloud
– everything from
encoding to content
protection

Microsoft Azure makes it easy for you to integrate your onpremises IT environment with the public cloud. Migrate your
virtual machines to Microsoft Azure without the need to
convert them to a different format. Use the robust messaging
and networking capabilities in Microsoft Azure to deliver
hybrid solutions, and then manage your hybrid applications
from a single console with Microsoft System Center.

With data centers around the globe, a massive investment in
data center innovation, and a worldwide Content Delivery
Network, you can build applications that provide the best
experience for users, wherever they are.
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